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SeismologicalLaboratory,California Institute of Technology,Pasadena 91109
Shock wave data for pure forsterite with initial bulk densitiesof 2.6 and 3.1 g/cm 3are obtained
to 0.370 Mb by impacting series of specimenswith tungsten alloy plates that are launched at
speedsof up to 2.3 km/sec with a high-performancepropellant gun. The onsetof a shock-induced
phase change, probably correspondingto the forsterite-'post spinel' phase change is observed
at 0.280 + 0.025 Mb. Becauseof the low shock temperatures, the transition is believed to be
limited by the reaction rate and this pressurevalue shouldbe taken only as an upper limit. Adiabats derived from the Hugoniot data for the forsterire phase are fit to the two-parameter finite
strain Birch-Murnaghan equation and to two simple ionic equations of state. The BirchMurnaghan form of the equation of state givesa zero-pressurebulk modulus (1.29 Mb) that agrees
more closely with the ultrasonic data than the modulus obtained from the ionic equations of
state. An unusual relaxation effect, in which the elastic shock precursorvelocity varies from
5.8 to 9.5 km/sec, is also observed. The characteristic time of the relaxation processappears to
be less than 1 •sec.

The equation of state of the pure magnesium
end member of the olivine series, forsterite,
Mg._,SiO4,
plays a key role in the applicationof
seismologicaland high-pressureultrasonic and
phase equilibrium data to investigation of the
mineralogiesand temperatureswithin the earth's
upper mantle [Birch, 1952; Anderson, 1967;
Ringwood,1969]. In addition to the early pressure-densitydata of Bridgman [1948], complete
elastic constant data to 400øC and 10 kb have

recently been obtained ultrasonicallyon nearly
pure crystals by Graham and Barsch [1969] and
Kumazawa and Anderson[1969]. The previous
shock-waveequation of state measurementsof
Hughes and McQueen [1958], McQueen et al.
[1967], Trunin et al. [1966], and Ahrens and
Petersen[1969] for various dunites have been useful in delineating the onset of a shock-induced
phasechangeand, in somecases,the equationof
state of a shock-inducedhigh-pressurephase.For
the dunires the shock-inducedhigh-pressure
phase has an apparent zero-pressurematerial
density closeto the density of an isochemical
mix of the close-packed
oxidesSt02 (stishovite),
MgO, and FeO. From the static high-pressure
quenchingexperimentsof Ringwoodand Major
[1970] it appearsthat at 1000øCpure forsterire
• Contribution 1775, Division of Geological
Sciences,California Institute of Technology.
Copyright (•) 1971 by the American Geophysical Union.
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transforms to the distorted spinel or • olivine

form (zero-pressure
density, 3.48 g/cm•) at
•145

kb, the pure spinel phase of Mg2SiO4

(3.55 g/cm3) occursat still higher pressures.
Ahrens and Syono [1967] and Anderson [1967]
have shownthat above •200 kb the pure spinel
phase is unstable with respect to the den•er
oxides.On the basisof quenchingexperimentson
analog compoundsRingwood and Reid [1968]
have suggestedthat the 'post-spinel' phase of
forsterire

has the structure

of either

K•NiF4

or Sr2PbO4. The inferred zero-pressuredensity
of the high-pressure shocked phases of the
dunites [Ahrens et al., 1969], as well as the
presumably ferromagnesium material of the
mantle at depths below 900 km (N300 kb), is
consistentwith one of these structures[Anderson,
1970]. In addition to the data for dunires, a
seriesof six Hugoniot pointsfor the high-pressure
phase of a ceramic forsterire has been obtained
by McQueen and Marsh and is given in Clark
[1966].
To obtain additional data on the equation of
state and the onset of the shock-inducedphase
changein forsterite, we have conducteda series
of shock-wave experiments on this material.
Becauseof the stability of forstcrite over a wide
range of pressuresunder shock conditions, the
apparent absenceof significant strength effects,
and the availability of precisionultrasonicdata
at low pressure, we have also fit the present
data with severalequationsof state.

EQUATIONOF STATE•FORSTERITE
SPECIMEN MATERIALS

Polycrystallineforsteritcobtainedfrom Muscle
ShoalsElectrochemicalCorporationwas usedto
fabricate most of the specimensin the present
study. This material, which is slightly porous,
was fused from the oxides.It is light gray in
appearance and has tabular grains 0.5-2 mm
long. It came to us in grapefruit-sizedpieces
that were cored and sawed into 80 disks that
were 22 mm in diameter and 4 or 6 mm thick.

On the basisof visualand radiographicinspection
25 samplesthat were free from cracks, large
pores, and obviousinclusionswere finally used
as specimens.Although the thin sectionsshowed
no phasesother than forsteritc to be present, a
series of X-ray (shadowgraph)radiographs of
some of the specimensshowedthem to contain
a few •-0.1-mm-thick slivers of a dense phase

believedto be FeSi (density,6.1 g/cm3).Using
the apparent areas of the inclusion shown on
the radiographsand assumingrandom orientation, we calculated that these slivers occupied
about 0.02% of the samplevolume;hence,they
increasedthe bulk density by •0.04%. Microprobe analysis (Table 1) of the forsteritc phase
indicates that this material is stoichiometric and

nearly iron free within the detectable limits of
the instrument (N =]=0.5%).Using Grahamand
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minedto within •0.009 g/cmS(Table 2). This
uncertainty is wholly attributed to uncertainty
in the volume determination.

In addition to the fusion cast material, three
shots were fired at low pressurewith a pressed
aggregate of fosteritc purchasedfrom Atomergi½
Corp. This material had a bulk density of 2.6

g/cm3. Althoughbindingagentswerenot used
in preparing the samples, thin sectionsand
electronmicroprobescansindicatedthat a small
amount of an isotropicaluminum-bearingphase,

probablyMgA1204,was present.Becauseof the
uncertaintiesinherent in reducing the densities
of the equation of state point by 0.02 -•- 0.005

g/cm• to take the impurities into account,
further work on this material was discontinued.

EXPERIMENTAL

DETAILS

The machined specimendisks were mounted
on ground and polished 1.5-mm-thick driver

platesof tungstenalloy (W, 90.4%; Ni, 4.65%;
Cu, 4.90%; density, 16.9 g/cm3). Flat and inclined mirrors (with reflecting surfacestoward
the directionof the incident shock)weremounted
on the assembly(Figure 1) to record the shock
arrivals at the specimen-driverinterface and at
the specimen's free surface. Various details of

Barsch's[1969] value of 3.2217 g/cm3 for the the technique,which also permits measuringthe
density of forsteritc and correcting for FeSi shock-inducedfree-surfacevelocity, were deinclusions,we adopteda value of 3.223 g/cm• scribedby Fowles[1967]and Ahrenset al. [1968].
for the zero-pressurecrystal density of this
material.

After machining the specimento tolerances
of •0.005 mm and removing cutting solvents
in an ultrasonic cleaner, the samples were
weighedand their dimensionsrecorded.Volume
correctionsof up to 0.01% were appliedto take
accountof chipsremovedin the grindingprocess.
The bulk densityof all the specimens
was deterTABLE 1. Composition of Muscle Shoals Synthetic Forsteritc

Element
Mg

Formula Proportions
2.03

A1

0.001

Si
Fe

0.983
0.0004

After usingan optical lever setup to ensurethat
the fiat mirrors lie within 4t of arc of planes
parallel to the driver-specimeninterface and
after measuringthe inclined mirror angle, contactor pins (E.G.&G. CA1038) were inserted in
the driver plate and the samplewas mountedin
the semi-expendable
assemblyshownin Figure 1.
Shocksof differentamplitudewere driven into
a seriesof specimens
by impactingthe specimens
with flyer plates held in a Lexan plastic sabot
[Joneset al., 1966]. The flyer plate was made of
the same alloy as the driver plate but was 3.8
mm thick, and the sabot was accelerated to

speedsof 0.3 to 2.3 km/secby a propellantgun
40 mm in diameter and 8 meters long. The
assemblywassuspended
in a 5600-liter evacuated
tank into which the gun tube protrudes.Before

firing the projectilein the geometrydepictedin
Figure 2, the sampleassemblywas optically
Compositiondeterminedby electronmicroprobe alignedwith the axisof the gun tube. Details of
method, A. Albee and A. Chodos.
thisapparatus,the projectiles,
and the alignment
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and calibration procedureswill be describedin a
forthcoming paper.
Because we employed the impedance-match
method [Walsh and Christian, 1955] in the
experimentsto obtain the high-pressureshock
state in the sample, the velocity of the flyer
plate and hence the velocity of the projectile
had to be measured. This was accomplished
during the time that the proiectile traveled the
final 50 cm of the barrel. The proiectile successively intersectedthree I-Ie-Ne laser beams that
were oriented perpendicular to the bore axis
and were detected by three photodiodes.The
first two beamswere brought through the barrel
via holes 3 mm in diameter and the third beam

was placed I cm from the gun-tube muzzle.
After flying free in the vacuum chamber for a
distance of 50 cm, the projectile struck the
electrical trigger pins affixed to the target. The
photodiodesignalsproducedby interruption of
TABLE

2.

the laser beams and a signal producedby an
external circuit upon the projectile'simpact with
the contactorpins were used to turn three timeinterval

counters

on

and

off.

The

counters

provided projectile travel times between the
four stations to an accuracy of 4-0.1 gsec. The
distancesrequired to calculateaverageproiectile
velocity within the three time intervals were
separately measured to 4-0.1 mm, which provided an over-all precision of 4-0.2% for the
velocity between stations.A raster oscilloscope,
triggered by the first photodiode, which later
displayed the pin-contactor closuresignal, provided redundant timing data.
To measurethe velocity of the shocksinduced
in the sample upon projectile impact, the times
between destruction of the mirror reflecting
coatingswere obtained by using an image converter camera (TRW model 1D). The optical
path from the xenon flash tube (ignited when

Hugoniot Data for Forsterire
Elastic

Shot
A82

Thickness,
mm
4.80

Initial
Density,
g/cm 3
2.634

Projectile
Velocity,
km/sec
1.201
4-0. OO5

A70

4.83

2.627

1.17
4-. 04

A75

4.83

2.633

(1.42)

A68

6.27

3.093

1.11
4-0.04

A60

A104

6.26

4.20

3.094

3.087

A90

4.54

3.117

A105

4.20

3.119

A65

6.25

3.104

1.107
4-0. OO5

1.161
4-0. 006
1.305
4-0.01
1.285
4-0.007

1.53
4-0.02

A91

4.57

3.102

1.77
+0.02

A93

A101
A89

4.54

4.55
4.43

3.115

3.113
3.118

2.132
4-0. 007

(2.2)
(0.315)

Precursor
Velocity,
km/sec
5.91
4-.03
5.82*
4-O.O8
5.83
4-O. O5
6.96
4-0.12

7.O3
4-. 06
8.22
4-0.04
8 48
4-0 45
95
4-0 5
7 62
4-0 34
8 29
4-0 13
8 50
4-0 14

Shock
Velocity,
km/sec
4.19
4-0.05
4.21
4-0.04
4.98
4-0.08
6.83
4-0.12

6.48

Particle

Velocity,
km/sec

Pressure,
Mb

Density,
g/cm 3

1.01

0.113

3.463

1.03

0.116

3.489

1.21

o. 159

3.469

o. 855

o. 181

3.536

0.854

0.172

3.567

0.897

0,187

3.561

0. 995

0. 221

3. 623

0.975

0.222

3.602

7.47
4-0.04

1.16

0.269

3.674

7.33

1.35

0.307

3.801

1.63

0. 373

4.004

4-0.06

(6.74)
7.13
4-0.14

(7.28)

4-0.09

7.34
4-0.06

(8.77)
5.2
4-0.3

Values in parenthesesindicate a single measurement.
* Particle velocity obtained from free-surfacemotion of 0.031 km/sec gives elastic shock state; stress,
0.0048 Mb; density, 2.655 g/cm 3.
i Secondshock present but not recorded.
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Fig. 1. Forsterire target assembly.Expendable front surface mirror transmits xenon flash
tube illuminationto fiat and inclinedmirrorsand transmitslight reflectedfrom target mirrorsto
streak camera. Electrical contactorpins, activated upon projectile impact from left, actuate
sweep of image converter streak camera.

the projectile passesthe third laser beam) extendedvia an expendablemirror to the target,
then to the expendablemirror, and then to an
objectivelens. The objective lens focusedthe
image of the rear target surfaceon a slit that
was external to the vacuum tank. The image
convertercamera, which was also focusedon the
slit, was sweep-triggered
by the pin closure.A
resulting streak record showingthe typically
rather raggedelastic precursorand the smooth
followingdeformational,
or main,shockin fosterite is shownin Figure 3. The readeris referred
to papers by Fowles [1967] and Ahrens et al.
[1968] for the various details of suchrecords.
Applicationof image-converterstreak cameras
to precision shock transit-time measurements

in the early experiments(prior to shotA70) was
to time, by singlesweeposcillography,
the duration of the 'shutter' pulse that turns on the
flow of electronsin the image convertertube
for a time correspondingto the camera sweep
interval. This procedureis easier to carry out

than the Ahrensand Spetzler's[1968] method
and yieldsan averagewriting rate over the streak
length that is accurateto -t-0.5%. For later shots
the intensity-modulatedlaser beam technique,
depictedin Figure 2, was employed,which permitted the camerawriting rate to be obtainedto
within -t-0.17% at any point along the streak
record (Figure 3). Davies [1970] has recently
described a similar

method.
RF. SUL•S

has previously been limited by the lack of
suitable calibration methodsfor streak writing
The streak recordsobtainedin the experiments
rates. Initially we used the oscilloscope
calibra- performedon both the 2.6- and the 3.1-g/cm•
tion techniquedescribedby Ahrensand Spetzler forsterire showed that the initial shock-wave
•1969] for this purpose.A secondmethod used arrival (loss of mirror reflectivity) in the fiat
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mirrors occurredwell before the onset of appreciable free-surface motion was detectable

in the

inclined mirror image (Figure 3). Becauseit was
also

FLASH
•'1/ I'----I
TUBE
'•I<:• 1

ij

LASER

TARGET

F.,No
!viUM
d EC T I

Fig. 2. Diagrammatic sketch of equation of
state experiment. Projectile travels in vacuum.
Velocity is determined by the projectile's cutting
three laser beams and striking the contactor pins.
Successive interaction with mirrors of resulting
shock in sample, recorded as a function of time
with streak camera, determines shock velocity.
Pockels cell intensity modulates pulsed laser,
providing timing marks for streak camera.

observed

that

the

onset

of

free-surface

motion coincidedin time with a secondusually
completeloss of reflectivity in the fiat mirrors,
we inferred that an elastic shock or precursor
was presentin all the experiments.The fact that
the free-surfacevelocities,which were measured
with inclined mirrors, were approximatelyequal
to twice the final shock particle velocity supported this conclusion.The elastic precursoris
thought to representa one-dimensional
compression wave in which internal rearrangement of
the material has not yet occurred. The second
very much strongershockcorresponds
to achievement of a state in which the material

has under-

gone internal deformation and the compression
is no longer one dimensionalon a microscopic
scale.
The motion of the free surface associated with

the precursorarrivals in the 2.6-g/cm3 sample
was just barely detectable. For shot A70, a
precursor-inducedfree-surfacevelocity of 0.062

kin/see was measured.Assumingthat the free-

Fig. 3. Streak camera record obtained from rear surface of forsterire target assemblyupon
beingimpacted with flyerplate traveling at 2.1 kin/sec. (Left) Image of target assemblyas viewed
statically through streak camerashowingpositionof slit with respectto reflectingmirrors. (Right)
Streak record showing irregular arrival of elastic precursor, followed by main shock.

EQUATZO•OFSTATS,FORSTEmTE

surface velocity representsapproximately twice
the precursorpartMe velocity, we can calculate
a precursor amplitude of •0.0048 Mb. The
surprisinglack of a measurableamplitude from
the precursorfree-surfacevelocity for the denser

3.1-g/cm• forsterite forcedus to concludethat
the precursor amplitudes at the free surface
were less than •0.005

Mb.

The inclined mirror
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(McQUEEN & MARSH, 1966)
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/,•--BIRCHMURNAGHN

anglesused on both classesof sampleswere
similar. A maximum

stress offset of the deforma-

tional Hugoniot above the 'hydrostatic' curve of
0.0022 Mb was calculated from simple elastoplastic theory [Fowles, 1961] with a Poisson's
ratio of 0.24. We infer from the apparent rapid
attenuation of the elastic precursor (discussed

015

--

BORN-LANDE
TWO
PARA•

below) that even this 'maximum' value for
strength effect is probably too high and that the
deformational

shock states achieved

are effec-

tively hydrostatic.
For some of the shots appreciable correction
for shock tilts were applied in calculating the
shockvelocitiesby using the relations

tan e = M tan coVa/W'

(1)

0.05

HU60•IOT ELASTICLIMIT

•

34

38

42

Densiiy,g/cm•

Fig. 5. Hugoniot data for pure forsterire,
initial densities2.6 and 3.1 g/cm •. Various principal
adiabats

for

forsterire

derived

from

shock

and

ultrasonic data are shown. Metastab]e transition,
probably from forsterire to post-spinel phase,

1200

occurs
TUNGSTEN

IOOO

3o --

at

0.280

•

0.025

Mb.

ALLOY

-

• Hugonlaf

V = V• cose

(2)

•S

-

where • is the velocity componentalong the
slit of the shock tilt angle with respectto the
initial free surface, M is the magnificationof
the film, and W is the streak earnerawriting
rate. The term cois definedin Figure 3, and V•
and V are the apparent and actual shock velocities, respectively. In future experiments we

S
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expect also to correct for tilt in the direction
400

--

ESENT DATA

rn/

-2OO

--

[] SHIPMAN
et.ol.,

x:(

90.0 W (1969)

/

7_._5Ni
20

22

of shock tilt experienced are reflected in the
uncertainties assignedto the shock velocities in
Table

The

90.0 W

-- Dens,fy/•/
18

-

3.8 Cu
o SKIDMORE

Theoreficol/

16

-

perpendicularto the slit. The varying degrees

-24

Density,g/cm5
Fig. 4. Tungsten alloy Hugoniot data used for
reduction of forsteritc shots. Metastable Hugoniot
indicates theoretical curves for samples having no
porosity with compositionscorrespondingto Skidmore [1965] (S) and Shipman et al. [1969] (FS) data.

2.

final

deformational

shock states

were

calculatedby usingthe impedance-match
method
and the Rankine-Hugoniot equations. The
Hugoniot of the tungsten alloy flyer and the
driver plate standard material usedin the reduction of the data is shownin Figure 4. The measurementson this tungstenalloy will be reported
separately.

In the analysisof the 2.6-g/erosforsteritc
data a precursor
particlevelocityof 0.031kin/see
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and a precursoramplitude calculated from the
observedshock velocity were assumedfor the
state in which the deformational

or second shock

wave impinged. For the denser 3.1-g/cm3
forsterire

the second shock was assumed to be

incident into material with zero initial velocity
and pressure.
The major uncertainty in projectile velocity,
and hence particle velocity in the shock state,
arisesnot from the uncertainty in the absolute
measurements of velocity between stations
(+0.2%), but from the uncertainty in extrapolating the velocity to the time of impact over
the last 50 cm of projectile flight. For shots

than-spinelphaseformsundershockcompression.
Ringwoodand Reid [1968], on the basisof highpressurequenchingexperimentson analog compounds and on crystal-chemicalconsiderations,
suggestedthat the K•.NiF4 or Sr•PbO4 structure
will be assumedby this phase. Analysis of the
Los Alamoshigh-pressureshockdata for dunires
and forsterire are consistentwith zero-pressure

densities
of 4.1 and4.0 g/cm3for thesestructures

[Ahrenset al., 1969]. The presentshock-induced
transition pressureof 0.280 :• 0.025 Mb (shock
temperature--•160øC) could be taken as an
upper bound to the forsterire-postspinelphase
transition pressure.Because of the low shock
fired before A90 both minor accelerations and
temperaturesthe transition is probably reactiondecelerationsof the projectile were measuredin rate limited. Anderson[1967]and Ringwood[1969]
the last meter of travel. Later shotsemploying have suggestedthat this so-calledpost spinel
heavier projectiles (90 grams) all showed that phase is the predominantmineral of the lower
the projectile was acceleratingall the way to mantle.
the target. This regularity reduceduncertainties
ELASTIC i•RECURSORS
where timing data from one of the stations were
not obtained.
The behaviorof the elasticprecursorobserved
The resulting ttugoniot data are plotted in in the presentexperiments
on the 3.1-g/cm8
Figure 5 in relationto the pressure-density
curves forsterireis sufficientlyunusualso as to deserve
inferred from ultrasonic data. It is clear that
some comment. Examination of the apparent
the data for the 2.6-g/cm material (especially precursorvelocities V• for the denserforsterire
shot A75) are more scattered. Impurities may gives a surprisinglyrandom seriesof values. In
accountfor the scattering.Becausethe adiabats contrast, the precursorwave velocity for the
derivedfrom the ttugoniot data are in acceptable 2.6-g/cm• material (Table 2) is observedto be
agreement with the ultrasonic curves below
200 kb, finite strength effects,at least of a gross
sort, are not measurably present. The reduced
data for the equation of state in the forsterire
regime (belowN0.280 Mb) are discussedbelow.
Above 0.280 -4- 0.025 Mb the presentHugoniot
data, when taken with points obtained by
McQueen and Marsh [given in Anderson and
Kanamori, 1968], clearly indicate the onset of
a region of anomalous compressionthat undoubtedly corresponds
to a phasechangetaking
place in the forsterire. The one low-pressure
point obtained by McQueen and Marsh, which
ZEROPRESSURE
VALUE, 656
km/sec •
.......
also closelyfits the present data, supportsthis
conclusion.The crystal structure of this highpressurephase is not actually known, but the
0.2
04
06
08
pressure at which the transition begins under
Propogof,on t•me, /•sec
shock suggeststhat forsterite is transforming to
Fig. 6. Apparent precursor velocity versus
a phasein which the siliconionsare octahedrally
coordinatedby oxygen, although the onset of shock propagation time for 3.1-g/cm 8 forsterire.
A relaxation process appears to be taking place
an overdrivenolivine to spineltransition cannot
in which precursor velocity approaches zerobe ruled out. At higher shockpressuresthe data pressure longitudinal velocity with an apparent
of McQueen et al. [1967] indicate that a denser- characteristic time of less than I #sec.

EQUATIONOF STATE,FORSTERITE
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nearlyconstantat 5.82-5.91km/sec.(The range pois the zero-pressurecrystal density, and 3' =
of pressuresand specimenthicknesses
for these o•Ks/pC•,is the thermodynamicGrtineisenpasamplesis not large.) Since the samplethick- rameter. Here a is the thermal expansion,Ks is
nessesfor the 3.1-g/cm8 material varies from the adiabatic bulk modulus, and C• is the
4.2 to 6.3 mm the existence of a stress relaxation

effect could be indicated by plotting the parameter U•a versuspropagationtime, as in Figure 6.
This representationorders these data to a re-

specificheat at constanttemperature.The assumptionthat 3' dependsonly on volume is
implicit in equation 3.

Becauseof the presentlack of pertinent data
markabledegree.At long propagationtimes the or an adequatetheory describingthe variation
precursorvelocity approachesthe longitudinal of 3' with pressureand temperaturein silicates
elasticvelocity6.56km/secof the initiallyporous when they are below their Debye temperature,
material(R. N. Schock,privatecommunication). we assumedthe volume dependenceof 3' to be
The time constantfor the relaxationprocessis given by
apparentlylessthan I •sec. This effectappears
3' -- 3'o(Po/p)
•
(4)
to be markedlydifferentthan the effectobserved
by Wackerle[1962]and AhrensandDuvall[1966] The resultant seriesof adiabatic points were fit
in singleandpolycrystalline
quartz,respectively. to the two-parameterBirch-Murnaghan,BornFor the nonporousquartz, to first order, the Lande, and Born-Mayerformsof the equation
shockvelocityremainsconstantand the apparent of state given by
particlevelocitydecays.Althoughnot detectable
7 -- (ro/r)•]
in theseexperiments,
it is likely that the particle p = •Ko[(ro/r)
velocity in the forsteritc precursormay also

ß{1 -- }[(ro/r)2 -- 1]}

decay.
EQUATION OF STATE PARAMETERS
We

have

reduced

the

shock data

P- n--I (•) --

(5)

(6)

below

0.280 Mb (Table 2) to various adiabats, isotherms,and metastableHugoniotformsof the
equationof state by the methodsoutlined in
Ahrenset al. [1969].Becausethe ultrasonicdata
are related directly to the adiabats, they are

P = (ro/p)-- 2
ß[xr (ro - r)/.] --

discussedbelow. Because the two groups of

whereKo is the appropriatezero-pressure
bulk
samples
differedsignificantly
in their initial bulk modulus •nd r o •nd r are characteristic lengths
density (2.6 and 3.1 g/cmS), the shock data in the initial and compressedm•teri•l, respecwere reducedspecificallyso as to take the dif- tively. Hence(p/po)• = rdr. The zero-pressure
ferent porositiesinto account.Rather than aver- v•lue of OK/OP is related to the p•mmeters
age initial densitiesand performfurther reduc- •, n, and rdp by
tions from a mean analytic Hugoniot curve, we

calculatedthe pressurealong the principal o/oe
adiabat (or isentrope)for eachdensityachieved
along the Hugoniot. The principal adiabat is
the adiabat centered at ambient pressureand
at 25øC. For a Hugoniot state at a pressure

anddensitypH andp, respectively,
the adiabatic
pressure
at that densityis givenby [Ahrensetal.,
1969]
p•

=

pH-

3'p

= 4-

4U3

(s)

= (n +

+ ro/.) (10)
OK/OP
= 14- (16+--ro/.)(2
3ro/p
Equations5-7 are similar in form and •11
yield similar pressure-density
curvesfor values
of r Jr • 1.2. Equation5 is v•lid to third-order
Eulerian strain [Thomsen,1970]and can be used
to representan adiabatic curve if the strains

ß[p•(1/Poo--1/p)/2-f•ipadp/p•'
1 (3)

are defined in an adiabatic sense.Equations 6
and 7 are derived from • simple static ionic

potential model of • crystal
wherepooisthe initialbulkdensityof the sample, centrosymmetric
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L•ovs

and are strictly appropriate for the 0øK isotherm. Theseshouldbe consideredasrepresenting
only an empirical pressure-densityrelation for
other thermodynamic curves, such as adiabats.
The application of equations6 and 7 to oxides
has recently been discussedby Andersonand
Anderson [1970]. For application to forsterite,
more seriousobjectionsto the use of equations6
and 7 are that the forces between ions are non-

central and the Si4+-O• bond in tetrahedrally
coordinated silicates is known to be partially
ionic [Bloomfieldctal., 1961]. Hence at low pres-

surethe (ro/r)• term, which reflectsCoulombic
type attractions, is likely to be in error, and
at high pressuresbond asymmetrieswill result
in poor representationsof the equation of state.
The suitability of different equationsof state
to the fitting of shock-wavedata for a silicate,
such as forsterite, is demonstrated by results
summarizedin Table 3. The zero-pressurevalues
of Ks and (OKs/OP)s are knownfromthe ultrasonic measurements

of Kuma•awa

and Anderson

[1969] and Graham and Barsch [1969] to be
1.29 Mb and 5.0 to 5.4, respectively. Except
for solutions i and 2, obtMned with the BirchMurnaghan equation, large variations from
the

ultrasonic

values

are

indicated

in

Table

3. Although the Birch-Murnaghan solutions
agree well with the zero-pressurebulk modulus,

the valuesof (OKs/OP)s of 6.6 and 6.4 for
n - 0 and n - i (equation4) obtainedfrom the
shockdata are too high. The agreementwith the
ultrasonic data is better, however, than the
agreement obtained from the Born-Lande or
Born-Mayer two-parameterequation. The closer

agreement
of K s and (OKs/OP)s obtainedby
fitting the shock-wave data with the Eulerian
Birch-Murnaghan equation is believed to be not
accidentM,but rather to result from the fact that
the exl)onentsin this equation are fixed, which
has the effect of more seriouslyconstrainingthe
curvature of the resultingpressure-density
curve.
As shown by solutions8-10, when the value of

(OKs/OP)s is fixed at the ultrasonicvalue, the
Born-Lande and Born-Mayer equationsof state
give values of Ks that are in closer agreement
with

the

ultrasonic

values.

It

is clear

from

Table 3 that Ks and (OKs/OP)s are affected

.•

.,•

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

only slightly by variation in the assumedvalue
of n in equation 4.
The temperatures along the Hugoniot of
Mg•SiO • in the forsterire phase,which we calcu-

EQUATIONOF STATE,FORSTERITE

lated (e.g., 160øC at 280 kb) for the pressure
range of the data are considerablylower than
the temperaturesof generalgeophysicalinterest.
Shock temperatures were calculated by the
method outlined in Ahrens et al. [1969]. The
relatively low temperaturesobtainedresult from
the low value of the Grfineisenparameter and
the incompressibility
of forsterite.The pressuredensity statesof a seriesof adiabats centeredat
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Interiors, edited by S. K. Runcorn,pp. 449-464,
I•terscience, New York, 1969.
Ahrens, T. J., and H. Spetzler, Calibration of an
image-converter streak camera, Rev. Sci. Instrum., •0, 354, 1969.

Ahrens, T. J., and Y. Syono, Calculated mineral
reactions in the earth's mantle, J. Geophys.
Res., 72, 4181-4188, 1967.
Anderson, D. L., Phase changes in the upper
mantle, Science, 157, 1165-1173, 1967.
Anderson, D. L., Petrology of the mantle, in
Mineralogy of the Mantle, Mineralogical Society
zero-pressureand high temperatureswere calcuof America, to be published, 1970.
lated by using the present Hugoniot data and
Anderson, D. L., and O. L. Anderson, The bulk
the zero-pressurespecificheat and the thermal
modulus-volume relationship for oxides, J.
expansiondata for forsterite[Clark,1966].Details
Geophys.Res., 75, 3494, 1970.
of this type of calculation in which both the Anderson, D. L., and H. Kanamori, Shock-wave
equations of state for rocks and minerals, J.
temperature variation of the specificheat and
Gcophys.Res., 73, 6477-6502, 1968.
thermal expansion coefficient are taken into
Birch, F., Elasticity and constitution of the earth's
account are described by Davies and Ahrens
interior, J. Gcophys.Res., 57, 227-286, 1952.
(unpublisheddata, 1970). The values--0.8 and Bloomfield, P., A. W. Lawson, and C. Reg, Crystal
--0.10 kb/øCfor (OKs/OT)•,that werecalculated field splitting and covalent bonding in Fe•silicategarnets,J. Chem.Phys., 3•, 749-756, 1961.
in the temperatureinterval100ø-200øC
are someBridgman, P. W., Rough compression of 177
what lower than the values--0.14
and--0.17
substancesto 40,000 kg/cm", Proc. Amer. Acad.
kb/øC that werecalculated
for the interval200øArts. Sci., 76, 71-87, 1948.
400øC. The values for the interval 200ø-400øC
Clark, S. P., Jr. (Ed.), Handbook of Physical
Constants,Geol. Soc. Amer. M em. 97, 1966.
are in goodagreementwith the ultrasonicvalues
Davies, T. J., Technique for optically calibrating
of --0.150 and--0.176 kb/øC that werereported
streak cameras,Rev. Sci. Instrum., •1, 920-922,
by Kuma:awa and Anderson[1969] and Graham
1970.
and Barsch [1969]. The values of Ks and Fowles, G. R., Shock wave compressionof hardened
and annealed 2024 aluminum, J. Appl. Phys.,
(OKs/OP)s for the adiabat centered at zero

pressureand 1200øC are given in Table 3.
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